MAIN TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION – SINGLE JERSEY

1. CAM BOX : ONE FEEDER ONE CAM BOX
2. CYLINDER : STAINLESS STEEL, JAPAN
3. NEEDLE : GROZ-BECKERT (GERMANY)
4. SINKERS : KERN-LIBERS (GERMANY)
5. OILER : HPF ELECTRONIC OR PNEUMATIC SPRAY OILER (TAIWAN)
6. INVERTOR : DELTA OR YOLICO (JAPANENSE BRAND MADE IN CHINA)
7. MOTOR : TONGJI (CHINA)
8. POSITIVER YARN FEEDER : NPF230B SUN BRAND
9. LYCRA YARN FEEDER : WAL5-4BL SUN BRAND
10. TUBE CREEL : ALUMINUM PIPE
11. VENTI CLEANER : 3 WAYS FAN & BLOWER (UP SIDE 3 WAY, MIDDLE SIDE 2 WAY FAN) OVERHEAD CLEANING SYSTEM
12. CONTROL PANEL WITH 3 SHIFT COUNTER XINHANG BRAND
13. FABRIC TAKE DOWN SYSTEM: ROLLING SYSTEM
14. FABRIC STRETCH DEVICE
15. FABRIC DETECTORS
16. CABLE FOR POSITIVE YARN FEEDER
17. TEETH BELT FOR POSITIVE YARN FEEDER
18. QUALITY ADJUSTMENT PULLEY (ALUMINIUM)
19. TOWER SPOT LIGHT (GREEN, RED, YELLOW)
20. MACHINE OIL : 1 BUCKET FOR EACH M/C
21. INSTRUCTION BOOK
NECESSARY TOOLS & TOOL BOX :-

1. CROSS-HEAD SCREW DRIVER
2. ORDINARY / FLAT HEAD SCREW DRIVER
3. SMALL CROSS HEAD SCREW DRIVER
4. HEXWRINCH M14
5. LONG NOSS PLIERS
6. ADJUSTABLE WRENCH
7. WRENCH 11/13 12/14 10/12 17/19
8. ALUMINIUM PLATE WRENCH
9. INNER-HEXAGON SPANNER
10. YARN BRUSH

SPARE PARTS FOR EACH MACHINE

1. NEEDLE : 200PCS PER MACHINE
2. SINKERS : 100PCS
3. CAMS: 2 PCS FOR EACH MODEL OF CAM
4. YARN GUIDES : 2 PCS FOR EACH MACHINE
5. POSITIVE YARN FEEDER : 2 PCS

REMARK : - WE PROVIDE 1 YEAR WARRANTY FOR THE MACHINE, EXCEPT THE FRAGILE PART, LIKE NEEDLES AND SINKERS, OR THE PARTS BROKEN BY WORKERS.